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The extraordinary rise of China is one of the most remarkable events of the 21st century and it has attracted tremendous interest in international politics. Yet, the ways in which the small states in South Asia strategically respond to the changes in the systemic structure have largely been neglected in traditional literature. This article seeks to fill this gap by systematically analysing the types and causes of strategies undertaken by three small states in South Asia in order to respond to China’s rise. Empirically, it focuses on the contentious regional dyads in South Asia and its maritime domain, exploring how structural, behavioural, and past experiences shape the way in which Bangladesh, Sri Lanka, and Maldives respond to a rising China and the regional power politics. This article concludes that the small states in South Asia are neither bandwagoning nor balancing China, as structural realism assumes. Instead, these states have adopted a form of a ‘hedging’ strategy where they do not merely act as Lilliputians in Gulliver’s world, but they maximise opportunities that a rising China offers these countries of South Asia.
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Introduction

The dramatic rise of China as a political, military, economic, and cultural powerhouse in the 21st century is predicted to have a far-reaching impact on international politics, especially on the countries which are situated in the Indo-Pacific region.¹

Given China’s ascendancy on the global stage and South Asia’s growing strategic importance, the governments of this region are also experiencing a set of policy choices that shape their economic prospects and national security. The smaller states of South Asia, Southeast Asia, and Central Asia are in particular facing powerful foreign policy implications of China’s rise. Amid this rapid power transition, how Beijing would exercise its leverage on its neighbours relying on its growing prowess is a matter of scholarly interest to many regional experts. Various strategic options began to dominate the region’s policy conversations for handling the so-called ‘China Conundrum’, ranging from bandwagoning to containment, active engagement, and hedging.

So far, much of the discussion on this subject has primarily centred on great power competition between the USA and China, as well as on dynamic geopolitical and geo-economic interactions between the regional states of East Asia and China. However, little attention has been paid to South Asia’s small countries’ ongoing foreign policy reorientation. More specifically, there has been a dearth of literature on analysing how the small states of South Asia manage to promote and further their political and economic objectives vis-à-vis a rising power. This article attempts to fill this lacuna in literature and it seeks to analyse policies employed by three small states – Bangladesh, Sri Lanka, and Maldives – to adjust to the new realities presented by the ascendancy of China. China’s varied engagement levels in Bangladesh, Sri Lanka, and Maldives require special attention. China’s renewed interest in these three South Asian countries unravels a mutually beneficial relationship. The paper also locates domestic and international factors that shape these states’ foreign policy behaviour towards China. By analysing several policy directions of these states, we argue that small states’ coping strategies are marked by a form of ‘hedging’ where they are not merely pawns on a chessboard dominated by bigger powers. Rather, over the last two decades, these states have developed tools and policies that can help them not only to internalise challenges posed by China’s rise, but also to maximise the opportunities.
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that a rising China offers these countries of South Asia. In the first section, the paper
discusses the theoretical aspects of how small states respond to the policies of bigger
states. The policies adopted specifically by Bangladesh, Sri Lanka, and Maldives
constitute the second section, which is followed by a brief conclusion.

Small states’ alignment choices

One of the fundamental challenges for small states in international politics is how
to manage relations with the big powers as far as their national security and autonomy
are concerned. The mainstream International Relations (IR) literature invariably
focuses on the alignment policies of the great powers. To quote the Greek historian
Thucydides, “The strong do what they can, and the weak suffer what they must.”4 In
his pioneering work, namely Politics Among Nations, Hans Morgenthau observed that
“small nations have always owed their independence either to the balance of power,
or to the preponderance of one protecting power, or to their lack of attractiveness for
imperialistic aspirations.”5

Owing to their size and minimal assets as well as a limited presence in the play
of international relations, small states continue to be alienated from the debates
within the traditional Western international relations studies. However, the emergence
of the BRICS (Brazil, Russia, India, China, and South Africa) shifts the theoretical
debates in IR to the regional-global architecture, though only partially, as it does not
alter the hierarchy of the small actors.

The existing literature on the small states’ alignment choices examines some
of the specific dimensions. To the realists, one bone of contention is that the small
states are largely constrained by external structural dynamics.6 According to this view,
small states are in general expected to ‘balance or bandwagon’ in the face of powerful
actors7; here, balancing is a behaviour that economically, politically, and militarily
prevents an ascending power from becoming a hegemon, whereas bandwagoning is
the alignment with the source of threat through security cooperation, either explicitly
or implicitly. As Walt writes,

[t]he weaker the state, the more likely it is to bandwagon. Balancing may seem unwise
because one’s allies may not be able to provide assistance quickly enough…. States that
are close to a country with larger offensive capabilities … may be forced to bandwagon
because balancing alliance are not simply viable.8
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5 Hans J. Morgenthau, Politics Among Nations: The Struggle for Power and Peace (New York: Alfred
P. Kopf, 1948), 196.
6 Robert Jervis, “Cooperation under the security dilemma,” World Politics: A Quarterly Journal
8 Walt, The Origins of Alliances, 25.
For Walt, the fundamental mantra of state behaviour relates to the degree of threat that small states face in relation to the power of others. Balancing and bandwagoning on the part of smaller states are both, therefore, a response to menaces, with the perception of a threat being influenced by another state’s overall power, geographic proximity, capability, and offensive intentions. Scholars in IR also differentiate between ‘hard balancing’ and ‘soft balancing’, both of which reflect the states’ behaviour. Thus, hard balancing refers to the strategies pursued by small states to modernise and strengthen their military power and engage in alliances in order to enhance their negotiating capabilities with the powerful state. Meanwhile, ‘soft balancing’ refers to tacit balancing that is short of formal alignment. As Paul explains,

[i]t occurs when states generally develop ententes or limited security understandings with one another to balance a potentially threatening state or a rising power. Soft balancing is often based on a limited arms buildup, ad hoc cooperative exercises, or collaboration in regional or international institutions; these policies may be converted to open, hard-balancing strategies if and when security competition becomes intense and the powerful state becomes threatening.

However, this bandwagoning–balancing approach has its critics due to its dichotomist view presenting a narrow set of choices. A pure form of the balancing and bandwagoning approach is hardly desirable by small states in their relations with big powers, especially under the typical conditions of global politics if it is short of immediate crisis. The liberal theorists claim that the process of globalisation as well as a growing interdependence among countries and worldwide institutions have profoundly transformed the nature of international relations, moving it out of the balance of power theory. For example, Briguglio has gone beyond the vulnerability paradox to advocate ‘resilience’ and even ‘nurturing’, given the numerous opportunities and challenges of ‘globalisation’. The constructivist attack on the balance of power theory is more conceptual and theoretical, arguing that the balancing–bandwagoning approach’s focus on material power misses the key role played by ideational factors – such as norms and identities – in the making of threats and allies.

Of late, a plethora of literature has shown that small states’ behaviour is becoming more diverse and dynamic than ever. The behaviour of small states varies considerably
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14 Schweller, “The balance of power in world politics.”
according to the types of international architecture in which they operate. Therefore, it would be inaccurate to argue that small states are essentially weak in an environment primarily controlled by large and powerful states. A consideration that has gained significance is about the small states’ ability to sustain themselves in the face of pressures emanating from larger neighbouring entities; it is, therefore, a valid question to consider what strategies are necessary for adapting to such an environment. Of course, as is demonstrated by scholars, certain kinds of behaviour relating to small states as well as big states’ behaviour towards smaller neighbours have not changed much.

Meanwhile, a new generation of IR theorists has proposed a basket of policy tools, including ‘accommodation’, ‘hiding’, ‘buck-passing’, ‘soft-balancing’, ‘transcending’, and ‘hedging’. They are virtually applicable for every state in any part of the world. Among these policy options, ‘hedging’ has drawn most attention, because this concept seems to explain small states’ behaviour vis-à-vis emerging powers in a convincing way. In essence, hedging refers to:

A purposeful act in which a state seeks to insure its long-term interests by placing its policy bets on multiple countering options that are designed to offset risks embedded in the international system. […] It is conceived as a multiple-component strategy situated between the two ends of the balancing-bandwagoning spectrum.

Some scholars define the concept broadly enough to include the overall strategy of any state. As Goh describes with regard to the policies adopted by Southeast Asian countries, ‘hedging’ is

[a] set of strategies aimed at avoiding (or planning for contingencies in) a situation in which states cannot decide upon more straightforward alternatives such as balancing, bandwagoning, or neutrality. Instead they cultivate a middle position that forestalls or avoids having to choose one side [or one straightforward policy stance] at the obvious expense of another.
In short, hedging offers a state enough flexibility to deal with their partner’s uncertain intentions while enabling them to get the best out of their relations. In the next section, the hedging strategies of Bangladesh, Sri Lanka, and Maldives are outlined based on the theoretical underpinnings discussed in this section.

**Bangladesh’s China policy**

Bangladesh’s foreign policy interactions are primarily shaped by two factors: first, ensuring security and preservation of sovereignty, and, second, the quest for resources for overall development.\(^1\) Because of geographical proximity between Bangladesh and China, only ninety miles across the Himalayas, China has always been a significant factor in Bangladesh’s foreign policy ever since formal diplomatic relations were established. For Bangladesh, the historical fact of China casting its first United Nations Security Council (UNSC) veto against the admission of the former to the UN stays alive. However, it has been reconsidered in the light of China’s political calculations of the time.\(^2\) Since the relationship between the two countries was formally established in August 1975, the bilateral relationship has become one of Bangladesh’s foreign policy’s major cornerstones.

Visits of high officials, including government leaders on both sides, marked the significance of bilateral relations. With President Xi Jinping’s visit to Bangladesh in October 2016, a new chapter in the China–Bangladesh relations was written. During the visit, Bangladesh received the largest economic assistance and investment package from China, totalling $38.05 billion.\(^3\) The signing of 27 deals between the two governments would allow Bangladesh to receive $24.45 billion, while the signing of agreements by 13 Bangladeshi companies with their Chinese counterparts would secure another $13.6 billion. It is argued that Xi’s visit elevated bilateral relations from a “comprehensive partnership of cooperation” to a “strategic partnership of cooperation.”\(^4\) The Chinese President’s statement reads:

> China is ready to synergise its 13th Five-Year Plan with Bangladesh’s Seventh Five-Year Plan with a view to leveraging our respective comparative advantages, increasing economic exchanges and trade, building key projects in areas such as infrastructure, production capacity, energy, electricity, transportation, information, telecommunications
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\(^{1}\) Iftekhar Ahmed Chowdhury, “Foundations of Bangladesh’s Foreign Policy Interactions,” *ISAS Insights*, no. 120 (2011).


and agriculture, strengthening practical cooperation under the BCIM Economic Corridor and delivering to our people tangible benefits of our cooperation.22

Most notably, the two parties formally agreed to advance China’s flagship project namely the ‘One Belt, One Road’ (OBOR) initiative.23 Furthermore, China has recently increased the number of scholarships available to Bangladeshi students and government officials for higher education, training, and cultural exchange programmes. In order to encourage Bangladeshi students to learn Mandarin, China has helped establish several Confucius Institutes in top public and private universities, including the University of Dhaka, the North South University, and the BRAC University.24

On the economic front, despite being a latecomer, China was quick to make significant inroads into Bangladesh in the arena of infrastructural development, trade, and economics. China had only a small share of Bangladesh’s imports in 1975, accounting for less than India measuring USD 3.06 million, while in 2019, the bilateral volume reached USD 18.33 billion, which was a dramatic rise.25 Since 2005, China has emerged as the largest trading partner of Bangladesh.26 Similarly, Bangladesh’s trade deficit with China has been much bigger than that with India, becoming a bone of contention between the two parties.27 Moreover, due to the extensive trade ties, many Chinese workers migrated to Bangladesh and sent 958 million USD in remittances to China in 2014.28

Since the normalisation of diplomatic relations, defence cooperation has become a significant strength of ties between the two countries. From the 1980s onwards, leaders of the two armed forces have engaged in military talks, exchanged visits frequently,

and taken part in training and exercises, contributing to strengthening the cooperation between the two armed forces. The two countries signed the ‘Defence Cooperation Agreement’ in 2002 for cooperation in military training and for defence equipment production, the first of its kind for Bangladesh. Over time, China has emerged as the major supplier of arms, making Bangladesh the second largest Chinese military-equipment-purchasing country after Pakistan. In addition to the only ammunition factory in Bangladesh being built with China’s help, the country’s armed forces are equipped with Chinese tanks, patrol craft, missile launchers, fighter aircraft, artillery guns, frigates, and submarines. More recently, Bangladesh has signed a new contract with China to purchase training aircraft for the Bangladesh Air Force (BAF). The personnel of the Bangladeshi armed forces participate in training activities in China, while Chinese military officials pay regular visits to Bangladesh.

Sandwiched between two rising powers – China and India – Bangladesh’s foreign policy orientation is significantly constrained by the external political dynamics. Bangladesh’s geographical location is such that the country is surrounded by India on three sides and as such is often dubbed as ‘India-locked’. As a consequence, policy planners in Bangladesh cannot afford not to take India into serious consideration while formulating its China policy. From the beginning, New Delhi has been keeping an eye on Bangladesh’s closer ties with China, viewing the relationship as inimical to its strategic interests; this is only intensifying over time. While some observers claim that Prime Minister Sheikh Hasina’s government is pursuing an India-leaning foreign policy and has abandoned the counterbalancing strategy taken by the previous regimes, there is concern from India about Dhaka’s growing bonhomie with Beijing.

Of late, Bangladesh’s acquisition of two Ming-class submarines at friendly prices from China as part of its military modernisation project ‘Forces Goal 2030’ disconcerted Indian policymakers. The country views Chinese submarines in the strategically
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30 Sarker, “Bangladesh-China relationship at the dawn of the twenty first century.”


significant Bay of Bengal arena as a potential threat – a case made clear in former Indian diplomat Chakravarty’s remarks.\textsuperscript{36} India was so concerned that it promptly dispatched Defence Minister Manohar Parrikar to Bangladesh. Later, the two countries signed a framework agreement and MoUs on defence cooperation. However, very little information on these agreements has been made public, as the confidentiality clause protects them.\textsuperscript{37} The deal has sparked controversy at home in Bangladesh; experts raised questions about its true nature and also the necessity of a defence deal with India.\textsuperscript{38} Also, Bangladesh and India signed three agreements in October 2018, which allowed New Delhi to access two strategically important ports – namely Mongla and Chittagong – as transit points for the movement of goods to and from India.\textsuperscript{39} 

Notwithstanding the common perception that the rivalry between the two regional powerhouses – India and China – benefits small countries, as they can reap the rift’s reward,\textsuperscript{40} Bangladesh often finds itself swimming the troubled waters while balancing the relations. For example, when Bangladesh asked for China’s assistance in developing and modernising the Chittagong port, it came under intense scrutiny by Indian policymakers who consider the project as another pearl in the China’s so-called ‘String of Pearl’ strategy. Later, Bangladesh and China agreed to sign a deal on the construction of the Sonadia deep seaport – with an estimated cost of 14 billion USD – during Sheikh Hasina’s visit to China in 2014. However, pressure from India, the US, and Japan not only halted the earlier signing of the deal, but also caused the project to be officially scrapped altogether in 2020. At the same time, Bangladesh decided to fast-track the Matarbari deep seaport project funded by Japan.\textsuperscript{41}

More importantly, the country’s formal consent to join the Belt and Road Initiative (BRI) did not please India, which has officially opposed this grand project due to the fear of Chinese encirclement in its backyard.\textsuperscript{42} Besides, Bangladesh is a party

\textsuperscript{36} Chakravarty, “India needs to re-strategise as the Dragon woos Dhaka.”


to a regional quadrilateral group involving Bangladesh, China, India, and Myanmar (BCIM). However, it should be noted that the progress of this initiative has been less than satisfactory in terms of reducing tensions and promoting inter-state connectivity, though the origin of this platform dates back to the late 1990s. In 2018, Beijing’s purchase of a 25% of stakes in the Dhaka Stock Exchange (DSE) – the largest stock market in Bangladesh, outbidding India’s National Stock Exchange (NSE) – expanded its sphere of competition from hard infrastructure to soft assets.

With regard to the Rohingya crisis, China’s action to block the move of the UN Security Council against genocide or ethnic cleansing by Myanmar was deeply unsettling for Bangladesh, which the country sees as an unfriendly act by an ‘all-weather friend’. In the end, China came to partially rescue Bangladesh by mediating a relatively weak repatriation deal with the Myanmar government. Though the agreement has not been properly implemented yet, China’s quiet diplomacy demonstrates its ambition to take the leadership role in a regional crisis, further undermining India’s role as a security manager in South Asia. On the other hand, the recently unfolded tensions and stalemating between China and India in the Himalayan region along the Line of Actual Control (LAC) has brought the two regional rivals – as well as their relations with smaller countries in South Asia – into the spotlight. Unlike with the previous crises, i.e. when India received unwavering support from its neighbours except for Pakistan, the latest clash with China has produced no significant support.

Amidst this intensifying rivalry over the past few months, the Bangladeshi government has awarded a $250m contract in April 2020 to build a new airport terminal in the north-eastern city of Sylhet (located only about 50km from the border with India) to the Beijing Urban Construction Group, where an Indian company lost the bid. On the other hand, Beijing granted tariff exemptions for 97% of Bangladeshi products with immediate effect, along with the proposals to establish ‘Sister Cities’ in Bangladesh.
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45 Cookson and Joehnk, “China and India’s geopolitical tug of war for Bangladesh.”

46 Hossain, “Bangladesh balances between big brothers China and India.”


In September 2020, Bangladesh, seemingly frustrated after years of negotiation with India on a water-sharing agreement for the Teesta river, turned to Beijing to fund a $1bn water-management-and-restoration project.\textsuperscript{50} In addition, in recent years, China has completed building seven ‘friendship bridges’ in Bangladesh. In 2018, China surpassed India as the country’s biggest source of foreign direct investment (Figure 1).\textsuperscript{51}

\begin{figure}[h]
\centering
\includegraphics[width=\textwidth]{figure1.png}
\caption{Bangladesh, FDI net inflows, $bn}
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\end{figure}

\textit{Figure 1.} Bangladesh, FDI net inflows, $bn


As the COVID-19 pandemic descended upon Bangladesh, China donated medical logistics and sent a team of medical experts to guide and train Bangladeshi medical professionals in fighting against the outbreak. Besides, the Bangladeshi government cleared the way for the Chinese company Sinovac Biotech, a private-owned company, and the International Centre for Diarrhoeal Disease Research, Bangladesh (ICDDR) to conduct a stage-three clinical trial of its CoronaVac vaccine.\textsuperscript{52}

Bangladesh’s outreach to China has raised concerns for policymakers in New Delhi, prompting India’s Foreign Secretary Harsh Vardhan Shringla to make a sudden and unannounced visit to Dhaka to discuss expediting the existing Indian projects


in the country. During his trip, Mr. Shringla said that Bangladesh would be given priority for the COVID-19 vaccine supply, and he also laid the ground for a deal between one of the renowned Bangladeshi pharmaceutical companies, Beximco, and the Serum Institute of India.\(^5^3\) New Delhi has also launched several initiatives to win back its goodwill with its eastern neighbour, which is strained due to a number of issues in recent years. The current Bharatiya Janata Party’s (BJP) majoritarian policy – epitomised by India’s Home Minister Amit Shah’s comment on the Bangladeshi immigrants to India as ‘termites’, and by his attitude towards immigration in general – has troubled Bangladesh. Commentators fear that the Indian government’s pursuit of both the Citizenship Amendment Act and the National Register of Citizens can have grave consequences for Bangladesh.\(^5^4\) Given the spurt of religiosity and the reassertion of national sentiment as displayed by the resurgence of Hindu nationalism in India, it remains to be seen whether the BJP government can overcome its ideological foundation and allay the concerns felt in Bangladesh.\(^5^3\) On a more mundane issue, India’s abrupt ban of onion exports in recent years without prior notice – despite the signed MoU between the two countries stipulating that information must be provided in case of India’s inability to do so in advance – has led to deep concerns in Bangladesh. Onions are a staple item in cooking in a typical Bangladeshi kitchen, and every year the country imports thousands of tonnes of onion from India to meet its domestic demand.\(^5^6\)

Over the past four decades and a half, Dhaka’s perception of Beijing and its foreign policy orientation did not vary significantly across consecutive regimes. In fact, the bilateral relationship has always been perceived as a ‘positive factor’ for the country’s overall development. As Jain writes,

[B]angladesh perceives China as a principal source of economic aid, indispensable for the country’s economic development and prosperity […] There is a growing perception among Bangladeshis that China is friendlier and more accommodating than India.\(^5^7\)

\(^5^3\) Ramachandran, “Why Bangladesh Reaches out to China."


\(^5^7\) Jain, China’s Soft Power Diplomacy in South Asia: Myth or Reality?
The bilateral interactions over the years show that Bangladesh is carefully hedging its relations with China, keeping the necessary manoeuvring space and the regional chess game in mind. While the country is calibrating its effort to attract Chinese investment, it also actively engages India in political, economic, and security cooperation at the same time. In order to reduce the concerns of India, Bangladesh’s Foreign Secretary Shahidul Haque in his speech at the World Economic Forum (WEF) in New Delhi on October 5, 2017, said that China’s One-Belt-One-Road initiative (OBOR) had everything to do with economic integration and nothing to do with ‘sovereignty’. As he asserted, “We look at sovereignty and integration rather from a different angle.”58 Later, while speaking to the press after assuming power for the fourth time in 2019, Prime Minister Sheikh Hasina reiterated Bangladesh’s position towards India and China, stating that “India should not worry about the China-led Belt and Road Initiative (BRI); rather it can join the initiative for the economic benefit of all countries.”59

This section illustrates a mixed strategy that involves pursuing China while keeping the regional reality of the Indian hegemony in mind. This has created the crux of the hedging strategy of Bangladesh. For obvious economic reasons, Bangladesh needs China. However, just as much as China does not put all its eggs from one basket, Bangladesh has also diversified its options. More significantly, in recent years, the rising geopolitical significance of Bangladesh has caught international attention.60 Bangladesh – wedged between India and Myanmar on the one hand and with the potential to providing closest maritime port opportunities for Nepal and Bhutan on the other – has seen itself at the peak of a number of regional and international initiatives, such as the BBIN, i.e. Bangladesh, Bhutan, India and Nepal, or the Bay of Bengal Initiative for Multi-Sectoral Technical and Economic Cooperation (BIMSTEC). The rising pace of the activities of major powers in Bangladesh is a testament to these changing circumstances.61 Bangladesh’s unique identity as a keeper of international peace and security through its contribution to United Nations’ Peacekeeping Missions is globally recognised.62 Gradually, Bangladesh has developed a hedging strategy, despite physically being a small country, which serves its national interest vis-à-vis accommodating China.

61 Lailufar, “Bangladesh and the great powers.”
Sri Lanka’s China policy

The response of Sri Lanka towards China is a positive hedging strategy that consists of active engagement and accommodation. The country has embraced a ‘rising China’ with closer political, economic, and military relations. For example, a large number of bilateral visits by government officials at different levels took place after the war against the separatist Tamils in Sri Lanka. Mahinda Rajapakse, during his tenure in the presidency, made six official visits, while the former President Maithripala Sirisena paid major visits in March 2015 and in May 2019. Prime Minister Ranil Wickremesinghe visited Beijing in April and August 2016 as well as in May 2017, which added much impetus to the relations between the two countries.

The mutual interactions between the two countries started in 1952, even before formal diplomatic relations, when the pro-West United National Party (UNP) in Sri Lanka signed the ‘Rubber-Rice pact’ with China due to economic compulsions. Since then, relations between Sri Lanka and China have been amicable, with Colombo as an early recogniser of China’s Communist party-led government after the revolution. A significant part of this long-standing diplomatic tie is Sri Lanka’s constant support for China’s ‘One-China’ policy, as it voted against Taiwan’s attempts to become a UN member several times. Sri Lanka has also pursued a similar stance on China’s policy regarding Tibet, Xinjiang, and Hong Kong, and supporting the country over its South China Sea dispute with the Philippines.

However, during Sri Lanka’s more recent protracted conflict with Tamil separatists, China’s non-judgmental support became indispensable. During Mahinda Rajapaksa’s administration – he was elected in 2005 and ran the administration over the last years of the war – Sri Lanka increasingly became cornered by the international community for its severe human rights violations. Through economic assistance, military weapons supply, and political support at the UN Human Rights Council, China’s unwavering support helped to withstand potential sanctions for human rights violations.

Sri Lanka supported China’s bid for a UN seat during the 1950s and the 1960s instead of supporting Taiwan, China came to rescue Sri Lanka when the UN Human Rights Council tried to launch a probe against the war crime allegations of the Sri Lankan government in May 2009.\(^68\) This fostered Sri Lanka’s greater appreciation towards China, as it had received no assistance from Western countries.

After the defeat of the Tamil insurgency, Sri Lanka warmly welcomed a massive Chinese investment in the construction of a port in Hambantota and, in June 2009, was awarded a ‘dialogue partner’ status in the Shanghai Cooperation Organisation (SCO).\(^69\) Though China’s engagement with Sri Lanka is not new, investments have rapidly multiplied in recent years.\(^70\) Most of the big projects by Chinese companies in Sri Lanka, including the Mattala Rajapaksa International Airport, the Lakwijaya power plant at Norochcholliai, and some other long-road construction projects, have a better record of meeting deadlines and thus created a positive impression among Sri Lankans.\(^71\)

Sri Lanka’s economic pragmatism is best demonstrated by its government officials’ frequent visits to China, which have always been accompanied by high-powered business groups and resulted in agreements on numerous joint venture projects. Since 2005, bilateral trade has skyrocketed from 660 million USD to more than 4 billion USD in 2016.\(^72\) A recent Chatham House report points out that in the years from 2006–2019, China has invested 12 billion USD in different projects.\(^73\) Currently, Sri Lanka’s trade with China is growing faster than that of India and the USA, the country’s two major trading partners. With respect to military ties, China had already been a major supplier of arms to Sri Lanka. It is worth mentioning here that China’s military support during the war proved vital to the small state’s victory. According to the Stockholm International Peace Research Institute’s (SIPRI) report of 2017, China is one of the major arms suppliers to Sri Lanka.\(^74\)

\(^{68}\) Samaranayake, “Are Sri Lanka’s relations with China deepening? An analysis of economic, military, and diplomatic data.”


\(^{71}\) Behuria and Gulbin, “Mahinda Rajapaksa’s India Policy: Engage and Countervail.”


Since 2015, China has provided more than 1200 scholarships, trainings, and internships to Sri Lankan students annually.\textsuperscript{75} Besides, China has launched a series of training programmes for Sri Lankan government officials, journalists, academics, and entrepreneurs. In order to facilitate academic interactions between the two countries, the Confucius Institute of the University of Kelaniya and the Confucius Institute of the University of Colombo were inaugurated in 2007 and 2015, respectively.\textsuperscript{76} It should be mentioned here that this relationship is not one-sided, as China sends its students to Sri Lanka as well, mainly for studies and research in subjects such as Buddhism, Sinhala, and tea plantation.

In January 2015, Maithripala Sirisena became the President of Sri Lanka and showed his eagerness to reorient Sri Lanka’s foreign policy towards India, Japan, and the West, and move away from China. New Delhi and Washington welcomed the regime; Indian Prime Minister Narendra Modi even made a phone call and congratulated the newly elected leaders before the election results. At the beginning, President Sirisena suspended some of the China-led infrastructure projects – which started under the previous administration – over some highly questionable provisions, suspected corruption, overpricing, and flouted government procedures. However, the government soon realised that their room for manoeuvre was limited, and no other country could fill the economic and commercial void in the manner that China can for the benefit of Sri Lanka.\textsuperscript{77} Therefore, a year later, after minor changes in some of the projects, the government allowed them. It restarted the suspended projects, but Sri Lanka also signed a 300-million-USD-worth contract with the Chinese Railway Beijing Engineering Group Co. Ltd. to build 40,000 houses in the Tamil-dominated Jaffna district in the Northern Province.\textsuperscript{78} The country has also engaged in a negotiation with China to invest 30–40 million USD in Sri Lanka’s rubber plantation industry to boost its export capacity.\textsuperscript{79}

Under the National Unity Government (NSG), economic considerations have been a key driving force behind Sri Lanka’s China policy. In May 2018, during a meeting with China’s Ambassador to Sri Lanka, President Sirisena reiterated his support for the Chinese OBOR initiative and put greater emphasis on the Chinese-backed great projects such as the Colombo Port City, the Hambantota Port, and the Industrial Park in Sri Lanka.

Sri Lanka’s active engagement with Beijing has been viewed by India with apprehension, as China intensifies its presence in the Indian Ocean, builds strategic ties with Pakistan, Myanmar, and Djibouti, and pursues growing economic activities.

\textsuperscript{76} Palit, Analyzing China’s Soft Power Strategy and Comparative Indian Initiatives.
\textsuperscript{77} Behuria and Gulbin, “Mahinda Rajapaksa’s India Policy: Engage and Countervail.”
\textsuperscript{78} Ramachandran, “China Expands Its Footprint in Sri Lanka.”
\textsuperscript{79} Ramachandran, “China Expands Its Footprint in Sri Lanka.”
in the region. This was vividly reflected by former National Security Advisor of India Shivshankar Menon’s words when he called Sri Lanka “an aircraft carrier parked fourteen miles off the Indian coast.” The geo-strategic location of Sri Lanka at the centre of the Indian Ocean Region (IOR) is critical to the security of India’s south-western and south-eastern regions. Indian defence planners view Chinese projects in the IOR as a form of strategic encirclement by China towards India, an area where China has historically not tried to expand its sphere of influence. India has long nurtured the ambition to become a security provider and regional manager in South Asia and elsewhere in the IOR. The Indian strategic community considers India as a country destined to be the natural leader of the region. The turning point of Sri Lanka’s relations with India was when a Chinese navy submarine docked at the Colombo International Container Terminal (CICT) in September 2014. The Indian government and security elites sharply reacted to the visit of Chinese submarines to Sri Lanka. The issue later came up for clarification by means of a question in the Indian parliament. In response to the changing strategic scenario, India has embarked on a policy to improve its defence relations with the USA, Australia, and Japan, and started building naval ports near the Indian Ocean choke points that implicitly threaten China’s trading routes.

On the other hand, Beijing takes a sharply different view regarding India’s proper role in the IOR and China’s presence there. It strongly opposes any argument that India has any sort of natural right to verify China’s relations with the Indian Ocean littoral states, or that India should be in some way recognised as having a special role in the region. China believes that it is free to engage in relationships with any state in the region.

Since 2009, the US has expressed its concerns about Sri Lanka’s foreign policy shift towards China. In December 2009, the US Senate Foreign Relations Committee published a report that mentioned that Sri Lanka’s strategic reorientation towards China would have implications for the US’ interests in the region and that the US could
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not afford to ‘lose’ Sri Lanka. The report urged an increase in the US leverage vis-à-vis Sri Lanka by adopting a comprehensive and broader approach to secure the US’ interests. Security analysts have argued that Beijing has been actively cultivating the ‘String of Pearls’ strategy to ensure the safe passage of Chinese ships as well as to position the Chinese navy as a countervailing force against the US’ naval supremacy along the sea lanes of communication (SLOCs). During his recent trip to Sri Lanka, US’ Secretary of State Michael Pompeo, in a joint press conference with Sri Lankan Foreign Minister Dinesh Gunawardena, said that:

> We see from bad deals, violations of sovereignty and lawlessness on land and sea, that the Chinese Communist Party is a predator, and the United States comes in a different way. We come as a friend and as a partner.

In recent years, with the desire to push back China’s influence in Sri Lanka, Japan is trying to woo Sri Lanka in cooperation with India by offering investment in the economy and military assistance. As a part of the process, in 2017, Japan announced it would invest in Sri Lanka’s port infrastructure, with a total amount of one billion yen (9.46 million USD) dedicated to improving the Trincomalee port. In 2015, the Japanese Prime Minister called for the Sri Lankan Navy to join the Malabar exercise as an observer. In a symbolically significant gesture, two Japanese ships docked at the Colombo port immediately after the annual Malabar naval exercise series had ended in July 2017.

Although it is clear that Sri Lanka’s relations with China are steadily intensifying based on the growing economic, military, and diplomatic interactions, there is no evidence that Sri Lanka limits its foreign policy choices for the sake of stronger ties with China. In more recent years, a growing number of analysts have argued that the loans extended by China pushed Sri Lanka into a ‘debt trap’ due to high-interest rates associated with different projects. As Moramudali wrote, by the end of 2016

Sri Lanka’s external debt stock soared to 25.3 billion USD, which amounts to 34 percent of the country’s gross domestic product. Out of this massive debt stock, about 13 percent – which amounts to 3.3 billion USD – is owed to China; most of the debt to China was obtained over the last decade.
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Under such conditions, after months of protracted negotiations, Sri Lanka handed over the port to China in 2017 on a 99-year lease,\(^90\) which stoked fear among Indian and Western analysts alike. The deal provoked criticisms from many, who claimed that Sri Lanka was virtually ceding control over the strategically vital port to China. However, the agreement erased 1 billion USD in debt from the port project and prohibited any military activity without to Sri Lanka’s consent in the final deal. In response to criticism, Chinese Ambassador to Sri Lanka Cheng Xueyuen denied any intention to use the joint projects for military purposes and warned against the dangers of external forces’ attack on the joint operation and bilateral relations between the two countries. In an interview for the CNBC, former Sri Lankan Prime Minister Wickremesinghe has stated the following: “We don’t foresee any issues by looking at this from an economic project, as an economic investment…. Sri Lanka has been unaligned and have stayed that way since 1948.”\(^91\) Brewster, for example, has argued that even if China were to take a more transparent approach to its activities, significant differences in perceptions of threat and over status and legitimacy will produce a highly competitive dynamic between them in the maritime domain.\(^92\)

The return of Mahinda Rajapaksa and his brother Gotabaya Rajapaksa to power as, respectively, the Prime Minister and the President of Sri Lanka after a landslide victory in the 2020 elections has again brought into the limelight the country’s foreign policy approach to China, India, and the US. Scholars argue that the overwhelming electoral victory of the Rajapaksa brothers will have profound implications for the regional and global politics alike. It could be imagined that the country’s foreign policy would surely lead to a heavy tilt towards China, given the previous record of Mahinda Rajapaksa’s presidency from 2005 to 2015. In reality, however, Sri Lanka’s foreign policy reorientations are likely to be cautious, balancing the Indian and the Chinese interests rather than aligning one over the other. After his swearing-in ceremony as President, Gotabaya Rajapaksa, in his inaugural speech, said the following: “We want to remain neutral in our foreign relations and stay out of any conflicts amongst the world powers.”\(^93\) He further reiterated: “I extend my hand of friendship to everyone to join me in building the prosperous nation we promised to our people.”\(^94\) In order
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to alleviate the concerns of India, the Sri Lankan President, in an interview with an Indian news outlet, said:

We understand the importance of the Indian concerns; we can’t specially act or engage in any activity which will threaten the security of India, that we know. We are in the region and India is a big power, is a big country. Though we want to be an independent, sovereign nation but we don’t want to get involved. We have to understand the points of view of other countries and act accordingly. But (what) everybody wants today, the most important thing, is economic development.95

Later, in a series of talks with Sri Lankan media outlets, the new foreign secretary Admiral Colombage (retired) emphatically mentioned that his country “cannot afford to be a strategic security threat to India.”96 At the same time, he emphasised that economic development was the key priority of his country’s foreign policy. Reiterating this point further, in a recent interview, Colombage has mentioned that “China is the second-largest economy… and India the sixth… We are between two economic giants. How we benefit from both is diplomacy.”97

While the new administration hardly wishes to entangle itself in a regional or global power rivalry, it may not have enough manoeuvring options, as it seeks to preserve its traditional non-alignment policy. Although Colombage has reiterated Sri Lanka’s ‘India-first’ security policy, navigating diplomacy between China, India, and the US will be a daunting task.

To conclude, the accelerating commercial and military ties represent a strong case for the realist school, arguing that Sri Lanka is bandwagoning with the rising China, especially due to China’s mounting interest and strategic presence in the Hambantota port. Yet, the port represents one of many projects in Sri Lanka, not only by China’s companies but also by Indian, Japanese, Iranian, and Saudi Arabian companies. Moreover, it is even hard to think of Colombo declining any investment from the USA, if offered. Sherwood points out how “Sri Lanka suddenly matters,” as a ‘small state’ such as Sri Lanka hardly received any recognition from great powers.98 Its geopolitical significance rose as China shifts its gaze towards the Indian Ocean region. In fact, it is not only the small states of South Asia, but also India and China – as the analysis
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of Zaman and Yasmin has revealed – that will employ a hedging strategy in the Indian Ocean region.\textsuperscript{99}

**Maldives’s China policy**

Maldives occupies a crucial place in China’s Maritime Silk Road Initiative (MSRI) due to its geopolitical and geo-strategic location in the Indian Ocean. In recent years, the country is thriving as a political pivot at an unprecedented scale, primarily due to the regional players’ ongoing power play in the maritime domain.\textsuperscript{100}

Formal diplomatic relations between Maldives and China were established in 1972, seven years after Maldives gained independence from Britain.\textsuperscript{101} However, bilateral ties have started flourishing only recently, when China set up the Embassy in Male in 2011\textsuperscript{102} under former president Mohamed Nasheed. Meanwhile, Maldives opened its Embassy in Beijing in May 2009. Subsequently, bilateral negotiations on political, economic, and military issues were initiated between the two governments. Soon afterwards, direct flights from China to Maldives were inaugurated, and educational opportunities providing scholarships to Maldivian students were created. According to Maldives’s Ambassador to China, political ties went through a ‘sea change’ when the Chinese President Xi Jinping visited the country in September 2014, accompanied by a hundred-member business delegation, demonstrating the economic focus of the trip.\textsuperscript{103}

In the words of the Ambassador, Mr. Faisal, “I always describe the relationship between Maldives and China as ‘before Xi Jinping’s visit’ and ‘after Xi Jinping’s visit.’”\textsuperscript{104} China’s involvement in different projects, including the tourism sector, maritime cooperation, and infrastructure building, has significantly expanded.

In 2017, China replaced Europe as the largest source of tourists coming to Maldives. For his part, President Yamen has embraced China’s Belt and Road initiatives. The country has become a founding member of the Asian Infrastructure Investment Bank (AIIB) and allowed the Chinese navy to dock in its port.\textsuperscript{105}
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Maldives later entered into the Free Trade Agreement (FTA) with China, signed on December 8, 2017, during President Yameen’s four-day visit to China. The agreement is Maldives’s first one with any country and the second one as a SAARC country, after Pakistan had signed the FTA with China before. It provides an opportunity for Maldivian fish industries to export to the world’s largest consumer market, opens up Maldives’ tourism sector to Chinese investors, and allows them to run hotels, restaurants, and travel agencies. According to Maldivian Ambassador Faisal, tourists from China are close to 30% of all those who travel to Maldives. In 2019, the record number of 1.7 million tourists arrived in Maldives, with 300,000 of them being from China, the highest percentage of any nationality. Before the COVID-19 outbreak, there had been plans to attract a million Chinese visitors by the year 2023.

China has funded great infrastructure projects in the country, including the ‘China-Maldives Friendship Bridge’ – which has recently been inaugurated – linking Male to Hulhule Island, expanding the airport, and constructing a 1,000-apartment housing project on Hulhumale as well as a hospital. In addition to these endeavours, China is actively involved in many other projects, including renewable energy, building hotels, and setting up telecommunications networks. During his visit to Japan in December 2018, Maldives’ Finance Minister revealed that Maldives owes a total of 1.4 billion USD to China, representing 38% of the country’s national debt of 3.7 billion USD and 78% of its external debt of 1.8 billion USD.

China’s growing partnership and the deepening of the ‘all-weather friendship’ with the Maldives has alarmed India, which traditionally views this small island nation as an important strategic ally. Ever since China started investing in the Maldives’s infrastructure, India has felt threatened by the presence of Chinese companies and citizens in the island nation.

Historically, the country has always remained under India’s sphere of influence. The relations between India and Maldives are deep and old, and India, unlike China,
was among the first countries to recognise Maldives’ independence back in 1965. According to Malone, India had the only resident diplomatic mission in the capital before the Chinese came to Maldives. The two countries have enjoyed a friendly relationship in terms of economic, military, and cultural cooperation since 1965. In 1988, when the reigning President Mamoon Abdul Gayoom faced an imminent coup d’état (having previously ruled the country for about 30 years), India sent 1,600 paratroopers in response to a request from the Maldivian President. This military assistance, known as Operation Cactus, helped Gayoom to stay in power until 2008.

The relations between India and Maldives deteriorated considerably when President Abdulla Yameen came to power in 2013 after a ‘soft coup’ which ousted Maldives’ first democratically elected President Mohammad Nasheed. In February 2018, the Supreme Court ruled the Yameen government’s imprisonment of opposition leaders as unconstitutional and urged them to release the former President Mohamed Nasheed. Though this led to a domestic political crisis, the stakes have increased significantly, as it has drawn both India and China into the regional chessboard. While the opposition leader Nasheed requested India to intervene militarily and resolve the crisis, China, quite unusually, warned against India’s intervention, saying that it did not want the coup to become another ‘flash-point’. By courting Beijing’s support, the then Maldives’ government resisted the pressures emanating from India.

Amid this crisis, a new government led by Ibrahim Mohamed Solih – who is primarily seen as a pro-Indian president – was sworn in in September 2018, defeating Abdulla Yameen in a general election. Indian Prime Minister Narendra Modi was the first prime minister to congratulate the newly elected President, and attended his swearing-in ceremony in Male as the only foreign leader. Soon after assuming office, Solih made his maiden visit to India and affirmed his country’s traditional ‘India-First Policy’. At the end of the visit, the two leaders, Modi and Solih, in a joint statement “reiterated their assurance of being mindful of each other’s concerns and aspirations for the stability of the region and not allowing their respective territories to be used for any activity inimical to the other.” It is not difficult to guess which country they
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were referring to. Soon afterwards, the Indian government presented an in-shore patrol vessel *CGS Kaamyaabuand* to the Maldives Coast Guard as well as a promise of new infrastructure projects, including building a cancer-treatment hospital, fish processing plants, and a cricket stadium.\(^{119}\) This might indicate that Maldives under the Solih government is pivoting away from China, but the growing cooperation between the two countries reflects otherwise. This was quite clear in Maldives’ Foreign Affairs Minister Abdullah Shahid’s recent interview, where he stated the following:

> China has been and will continue to remain as an important economic and bilateral development partner of the Maldives and the government of Maldives is committed to working with China in further strengthening the strong ties of bilateral relations and the strong bonds of friendship between the people of the Maldives and the people of China.\(^{120}\)

The United States has recently focused its attention on the island nation. In September 2020, the US and Maldives signed an agreement called the “Framework for U.S. Department of Defense-Maldives Ministry of Defence Defense and Security Relationship,”\(^{121}\) which intends to deepen defence cooperation between the two countries. Though India had historically been sceptical of any foreign military presence in Maldives, this time it blessed the deal. More recently, US Secretary of State Pompeo travelled to Maldives and announced plans to set up the US Embassy and appoint a resident ambassador for the country.\(^{122}\) During his meeting with President Solih, Secretary Pompeo emphasised “strengthening cooperation to advance shared goals in the Indo-Pacific region.”\(^{123}\)

The competitive dynamic between China and India for influence in this strategic island nation means that none of the regional actors can afford to alienate the Maldivian government. For its part, Maldives’ dealings with the regional neighbours suggest that the country cannot completely steer away from China and tilt towards India, instead
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moving fluidly within the regional political chessboard. In fact, China serves two critical roles in Maldives’ hedging strategy. First, it is an irreplaceable source of big economic investments. Second, many Maldivian political elites share China’s deep discomfort with Indian dominance, especially with India’s interference in Maldives’ domestic affairs. The COVID-19 pandemic can become an important factor in the Maldives’ foreign policy, as the state has been severely affected by the coronavirus crisis and suffered a massive loss to its quarantined tourism industry. Under such circumstances, Chinese investments can become a lifeline for the island nation’s economy.

**Conclusions**

This article has explored how the small states in South Asia strategically respond to an ascending China in the regional sub-system. The analysis provided here suggests that all the three countries – Bangladesh, Sri Lanka, and Maldives – consider their relationship with China as a beneficial one. Their interactions have clearly been intensifying along economic, military, and diplomatic lines. However, whether stronger ties will result in a fundamental reorientation of the regional alliance pattern, as feared by some Chinese observers – particularly by structural realists – is far from obvious.

Bangladesh, Sri Lanka, and Maldives’ current China strategy includes major components: economic pragmatism, diplomatic engagement, and political accommodation. These elements reflect a greater level of interdependence and cooperative relations with China for the sake of their domestic development while enabling the countries to counter undue pressure from other regional actors. The most remarkable feature in all three cases is that the countries are employing a hedging strategy by combining various policy options in order to cope with the emerging China. In fact, the small states in South Asia seek to preserve their sovereignty and autonomy in decision-making by resorting to strategies that promote their national interests through not explicitly aligning with any regional powers. This strategy is a rational choice for them, given their historical experience of dealing with Beijing, as well as the dominant domestic and regional strategic settings.

Thus far, the three small countries’ operationalisation of this strategy has mostly proved to be effective. This allowed them to move fluidly among allies, courting economic assistance, foreign aid, and investment. They have developed a dense network of bilateral and multilateral engagement with China through multiple avenues and at different levels in order to improve communications and enhance mutual trust.

Nevertheless, these countries are experiencing some challenges while dealing with China. As the regional and external great powers are quietly playing a serious game in the Indian Ocean region, engaged in an incessant struggle to maximise
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their regional share, the small countries have become a venue for competition. Against this backdrop, countries such as Bangladesh, Sri Lanka, and Maldives often seek to play China and India (and its partners) off against each other in order to attract more investment in major infrastructure projects, thereby finding themselves in a precarious situation. These South Asian countries are fully aware of the fact that the grass gets trampled not only when two elephants fight or make love, but also when elephants walk down a desired path.